Semantic relatedness effects in conjoined noun phrase production: implications for the role of short-term memory.
Speech error data and empirical studies suggest that the scope of planning is larger for semantic than for phonological form representations in speech production. Previous results have demonstrated that some patients show dissociable impairments in the retention of semantic and phonological codes. The effect of these STM deficits on speech production was investigated using a phrase production paradigm that manipulated the semantic relatedness of the words in the phrase. Subjects produced a conjoined noun phrase to describe two pictures (e.g., "ball and hat") or produced the same phrases in response to pairs of written words. For the picture naming condition, control subjects showed an interference effect for semantically related pictures relative to unrelated pictures. This interference effect was greatly exaggerated for two patients with semantic short-term memory deficits but not for a patient with a phonological STM deficit. For the written words, control subjects showed a small facilitatory effect for the onset of phrases containing semantically related words. One of the patients with a semantic STM deficit who was tested on picture naming was also tested on these materials and showed a small facilitatory effect within the range of controls. The findings support the contention that speech planning is carried out at a phrasal level at the lexical-semantic level and that the capacities that support semantic retention in list recall support speech production planning.